Dear Honors Pre-Calculus Student,

Over the next few weeks, you will be completing a summer math assignment. The purpose of this assignment is to prepare you for the skills you will need for Pre-Calculus and hopefully Calculus. Most errors in Calculus do not come from the Calculus itself, but from the Algebra behind the scenes. This summer, your assignment will come from Khan Academy. Once you log in to Khan Academy, you must join the appropriate class by entering the class code. A list of assignments will appear once you join the class, and you are responsible for completing each one listed by the specified due date. Some assignments are exercises, some are videos, articles, quizzes or unit tests. You have an unlimited number of attempts to complete each assignment and you must earn at least 85% on each assignment. If you are having difficulty completing any assignment, it is your responsibility to use Khan Academy to continue to practice the specific topic(s). There are helpful hints, videos and extra practice problems available throughout the program. Khan Academy does have an app available to download to be able to complete the work on your phone, however you must be sure you have the latest version downloaded for it to operate properly. The website is also available for you to complete your assignments at www.khanacademy.org. Please be sure you are logged in and have joined the appropriate class. All students must join the class by the last day of exams (Friday 6/22/18) and all assignments will be posted no later than Wednesday 6/27/18.

If you have any questions, please email me at akane@enfieldschools.org. I will be checking email periodically throughout the summer.

Have a great summer! I am looking forward to a great year of Pre-Calculus!

Mrs. Abbey Kane

Step 1: Log-in to Khan Academy. Create a new account if you are a new Khan Academy user.

Step 2: Join the appropriate class (by 6/22) by entering the class code. Select “Coaches” from the menu bar along the top of the screen.

Code for Honors Pre-Calculus: UK6DQDBE

Step 3: Select Assignments from the menu on the top of the screen. Complete the assigned exercises, quizzes and tests. You get unlimited attempts to get the best possible score, with a minimum acceptable score of 85%.

Once you complete an assignment and have earned at least an 85%, be sure to click on the assignments tab to find the next assignment from your home screen.